
 

BRANDING the Democrats as: Mean & Evil – A New Book Project 

    FedUp PAC is excited to announce a new book project, currently in the draft 

stage, about how the New Democrats have become the “Mean” and “Evil” party.  

    Conservatives can take an active role today in helping to get this book out into 

the hands of the voting population. 

    This new book, Mean & Evil, will be an invaluable tool in helping voters spot 

the New Democrats’ efforts to disguise their true socialist agenda.  And once the 

Democrat convention is over and they gear up to take on President Trump, 

conservatives will need a resource like Mean & Evil to understand the New 

Democrats’ “code words” for more sneaky tax and spend socialist-style programs 

they want to push on America. 

     It should come as no surprise that the New Democrats will appear to shift 

towards the center and attempt to act like “moderates” during the general election 

process.  This election year circus that the New Democrats will push on the voting 

public will now have a voter’s code book to contend with – that code book is Mean 

& Evil. 

Mean & Evil does a superb job of BRANDING  

the Democrats as the Party of EVIL 

    After reading Mean & Evil, readers will be able to cut through the New 

Democrats’ rhetoric to see how they are . . .  

 • Evil to Evangelicals and Catholic regarding the sanctity of human life by 

supporting abortion and infanticide.   

  • Evil in their opposition to Christianity and religious freedom by strongly 

opposing pro-life nominees to top government jobs, including Supreme Court 

appointments.  

  • Mean on their treatment of minorities with the plan to defund the police 

and opposition to school choice and charter schools.   

  • Evil to Married Suburban Women by urging boys and men allowed in 

girl’s locker rooms and showers.  



  • Evil on free speech with censorship aimed at conservatives on social 

media.   

  • Mean in politics with outright lies about GOP/conservative candidates.   

  • Evil in depicting America as a racist nation at a time when minorities are 

better off  

      now than ever before.   

  • Mean to America’s seniors by wanting to destroy Medicare to force a 

single payer 

     government-controlled system on America that will reduce services, cost 

more, and  

     create long waiting lines to see a doctor and for life-saving surgery.   

  • Evil on border security with open borders that uses human suffering to gain 

more votes  

      to achieve permanent power in America.   

  • Evil on Constitutional rights with plans to grab lawfully-owned guns. 

  • And especially Evil in turning politics into a mean and nasty blood sport of 

violence  

      and intimidation as seen in recent nation-wide protests. 

    If you know of someone who plans to vote for the Democrats or will vote 

Democrat because their parents voted that way — here’s your opportunity to help 

fund a new book that will give them scores of reasons to abandon the Democrats 

and re-elect President Trump. 

  This new book will have more than 100 documented examples of why today’s 

radicalized New Democrats are now the Mean and Evil party. 

    FedUp PAC’s effort to get a copy of this book into the hands of tens of 

thousands, if not millions, of voters is part of FedUp PAC’s goal to build an army 

of modern-day “Paul Reveres” who will help fund and distribute critical 

educational materials.  These educational materials, like Mean & Evil, will help 

empower voters with knowledge about the dangers of the Democrats' violent, anti-

God, open borders, radical, elitist, socialist agenda just in time before America 

votes on November 3rd. 



    Your gift today will help get this book out to voters who need to know the truth 

about the new Democrats before November 3rd, especially in key Battleground 

States  Together, we can all make a big difference in the effort to re-elect Donald 

Trump, win back the House, and add more seats to our majority in the Senate. 

    Like Paul Revere, you can help spread the word about a grave threat coming to 

America.  That threat is the Mean and Evil Democrat Party – join us in this ride to 

victory! 

    Go to: www.fedup.org/Mean HYPERLINK 

"http://www.fedup.org/Mean&Evil"& HYPERLINK 

"http://www.fedup.org/Mean&Evil"Evil to make a special gift to help with the 

distribution of this timely and informative book that will help BRAND the New 

Democrats as the Party of Evil! 
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